
In today’s expanding marketplace the competition is fierce, and it’s ever more 
important to ensure you’re maintaining the right supplier relationships. 
Unfortunately, only 6% of companies report full visibility of their supply chain1,  
which can create significant supply chain risk for businesses. Considering the 
ongoing challenges within global and local supply chains, having greater visibility 
into the potential risks brought by all your vendors and suppliers is no longer 
a nice to have. 

Identify the right vendors through effective analysis
As disruptions increase, organizations need to modernize the assessment and 
monitoring of their suppliers and their supply chain. Leveraging the right technology 
to instantly assess multiple types of risk within your supplier network can improve 
the effectiveness of onboarding new suppliers, while simultaneously flagging 
changes in the risk profile of existing suppliers.

Supplier Risk Solution
Assess new vendors and suppliers quickly to help ensure 
continuity of business and avoid potential supply chain disruptions

Supply chain and procurement

 • Reduce the risk of supply chain disruptions 
by finding reliable vendors and suppliers

 • Build and maintain relationships 
with the right partners across markets

 • Increase efficiency and speed of procurement 
and onboarding new vendors without 
increasing risk

Supplier risk and compliance management

 • Quickly identify risks while onboarding 
new suppliers and prevent issues with 
existing vendors

 • Help maintain and compliance policies across 
the business

 • Collaborate more effectively within the 
organization when assessing new suppliers

 • Optimize processes and reduce manual work 
with a “manage by exception” approach

http://www.equifax.com
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Reduce supply chain risk through proactive, continuous monitoring 
Even beyond the standard financial risks, there are numerous underlying, inherent 
conditions that impact supply chain risk. The Supplier Risk Solution™, powered by 
Interos, helps to distill these supply chain risks into distinct categories that contain 
dozens of metrics to capture the hidden risk based on a range of data sources  
and modeling. 

Financial risk 
Assess the probability of financial loss with a specific emphasis on solvency and the 
probability of default or bankruptcy.

Cyber risk 
Assess the probability of data theft, disruption, or manipulation, based on both a 
firm’s security assessment as well as the regulatory and risk environment of the 
country in which it is located.

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
Integrate the probability of environmental, social, or governance issues that cause 
reputation or financial exposure or loss .

Restrictions 
Detail whether a company is on one or more of the United States Government’s 
regulatory lists, as well as the European Union sanctions list.

Geopolitical risk 
Assess the probability of political instability within the country a firm is located, 
based on both a recent history of instability and violence, and socio-political 
processes and conditions.

Operational risk 
Assess the probability of catastrophic events occurring, such as man-made and 
natural disasters, as well as a country’s capacity to withstand them.

88% of businesses 
say visibility into 
their global 
supply chain is 
more important 
now than two 
years ago.2

equifax.com/business

Contact cmlmarketing@equifax.com 
to schedule a demo today.

Interos is the operational resilience 
company — reinventing how 
companies manage their supply 
chains and business relationships — 
through a breakthrough SaaS 
platform that uses artificial 
intelligence to model and 
transform the ecosystems of 
complex businesses into a living 
global map, down to any single 
supplier, anywhere.
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